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Practical 8: Fitting atomic structures into EM maps 
 
The best way to interpret the EM density map is to build a hybrid structure, by docking atomic 
structures of components into the density. Often, an exact model is not available, or the atomic 
structure is different when part of a larger assembly. Nevertheless, it is informative to try to fit 
the best available atomic structures. The first step is manual fitting. The purpose of this practical 
is to give you experience in manipulating maps and atomic coordinates in the Pymol display 
program, to get a feel for fitting in 3D. Pymol is open source software and runs on various 
platforms (http://pymol.sourceforge.net/). In this practical you will run it on the PC. Useful help, 
information, and scripts, can be found at http://www.pymolwiki.org/ 
 
Start Windows Explorer (windows key + e, or “my computer” icon) to get a file menu. (Click on 
“folders” to get a directory list and file view). Create a directory (file-new folder) called prac8 
on drive D:. Copy the files for this practical from the network directory I:\prac8 to your pymol 
directory. Remember to work on the local (D:\prac8) directory, NOT on the network directory.  
 
Start Pymol (start menu on PC). You should get a command window and a display window. 
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General instructions about pymol 
All operations can be done either by command line or by script; many can be accessed via the 
menus and buttons. Once you have set up the display for a particular project, it is useful to write 
the commands into a pymol script (*.pml) for further work. You will write some scripts later in 
this practical. Typing “help commandname” in the command line window will show you the 
command syntax, in the display window. The escape key gets back your graphic display. More 
detailed manuals are on the Pymol web site. NB: only run ONE copy of Pymol at a time – 
otherwise your computer will run VERY SLOWLY!! 
 
Reading in and displaying a map 
Pymol will read density maps in either ccp4 or O (brix mappage, or DSN6) formats. It only 
works with the filename conventions *.ccp4 or *.brix. Brix files are usually ¼ the size. 
Read in map1, either by using the Menu – file>open or by typing in the command line:  
load D:\prac8\groelmap1.brix, map1   (map1 is the object name assigned to the map) 
Note that the pymol default directory is under C:\program files – you will need to change drive 
and directory to get to D:\prac8. 
 
In order to display the map, you need to create an isomesh or isosurface. 
Create a mesh surface:  
isomesh mesh, map1, 2.0 (the mesh object, map object and threshold for contouring the 
density).  
Maps are normalized in Pymol, so that threshold values are in units of standard deviations 
(sigma) above the mean. For example, if your map has a mean density value of 5 and a standard 
deviation of 1.5, then a contour value of one sigma will be equivalent to a density value of 6.5.  
Change the colour of your mesh object, either by using the object menu (top right of display 
window – see fig 1), or by command line: 
color blue, mesh 
 
Setting up the display 
It is useful to set the background to white and the perspective to orthoscopic (both of these are on 
the display menu). The command line versions are:  
bg_color white 
set orthoscopic, on   
 
Before you starting moving around, it is useful to store the view down the symmetry axis: 
view F1, store 
view F1, recall  (or just hit function key F1)  to recall the view later.  
 
Using the mouse to manipulate the view 
The default mouse setting is for 3 button viewing (mouse menu). Pymol can be run with 2 
buttons, but 3 is more convenient. The functions for the mouse buttons with various 
combinations of keys are listed in a table at the bottom right of the display window (Fig 1). First, 
zoom in to make the map fill the screen (MovZ, hold down right button and move up or down in 
display window). Then, use the left button to rotate the view direction. You can restrict the 
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mouse to out of plane rotations by switching off virtual trackball in the mouse menu.  
Once you are familiar with how the rotation works, use the menu to cut a slice through the map: 
Menu – Display>clip>30 A slab 
If you have a 3 button mouse with a wheel, the wheel should allow you to adjust the slab 
thickness and shift+wheel should move the position of the slab along the axis of view. 
Otherwise, you can use shift+right button to adjust slab thickness and position (move it 
horizontally to change thickness, and diagonally (lower left to top right) to adjust position. 
Move the view around with the middle button. If things get lost, you can always use zoom or 
center on object menu A. 
 
Command line versions: 
clip slab, 30  - makes the slab 30 Å thick 
clip move, -10(or 10) - moves that 30 Å slab away from you (or toward you) by 10 Å 
clip near, -5  - moves the near clipping plane away from you by 5 Å – the slab is  
   now 25 Å thick 
clip far, 5 - moves the far clipping plane towards you by 5 Å – the slab is back 30 Å 

thick 
 
You can redisplay the mesh with different threshold levels to see how it changes, by rerunning 
the isomesh command, which you can retrieve with the up arrow in the command window and 
then edit. 
 
Reading in atomic coordinates 
Use either menu- file>open menu or type: 
load mol1.pdb, el 
If you use the command line, then you can specify the object name – useful if the filename is 
very long. You will see a line representation of all atoms. Another representation is to show 
cartoon and hide lines, options on the object menu (S and H). Or use the command line 
versions: 
show cartoon, all 
hide lines, all 
The line representation will be useful for refining your fit. Surface and sphere representations 
will make the program run too slowly. 
You can use the object menu color (C) to change the colour or use a rainbow from N to C 
terminus (spectrum). You can switch on the sequence viewer on the Display menu. This can be 
useful for tracing where particular atoms are in the structure, but it is better to switch it off for 
docking. There are many options for locating and centering on particular atoms which are useful 
in later stages of docking and analysis. 
 
Notes about pdb format: this is a standard plain text format for listing the positions in 3D space 
and types of atoms in a macromolecular structure. After some header information, each atom 
entry is listed with its x, y and z positions in Angstroms. Subunits are normally identified by 
chain letters (A-Z). Pymol will not display a pdb file if it contains more than one subunit with the 
same chain letter and atom numbers, although Rasmol will. Each repeat of the same chain must 
be a different object in Pymol. Sometimes a second chain identifier gets left at the ends of the 
lines, even if the first entry has been corrected to show different chain letters – this will still 
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cause a problem in Pymol. A way to get round this is to write out a new copy of the pdb file from 
Rasmol (to delete the second chain entry).  Pymol will not display entries listed after extra END 
statements between subunits in a pdb file. All internal END statements must be edited out. 
 
 
Moving the molecule into the map 
Pymol, O and other programs allow you to move the molecule to a new position relative to the 
coordinate frame (ie, not simply moving the view on the screen) and then to save the coordinates 
in the new position. Maps cannot be moved in Pymol – only in an image processing program, eg 
Spider or Imagic, or by mapmask operations in ccp4. In Pymol, atoms or molecules can be 
moved by mouse or by explicit rotate and translate commands. We will start with the mouse 
controls. Note that the mouse controls for moving an object will not work once an atom has been 
picked. This can be cleared with the unpick command, which also has its own button at the top 
right (Fig 1). 
 
Menu mouse-3 button editing: shift-middle button (hold and drag)- function MovF listed on the 
mouse table shifts the object, function RotF rotates it. You should always center the object 
(object menu A) just before rotating it. 
Move the molecule roughly into the density.  
At this stage, you may find it easier to display the map as a transparent surface for manual 
docking. 
 
Creating a transparent surface 
isosurface surf, map1, 2.0 
set transparency, 0.5,  or menu settings> transparency>surface> 50% 
Switch off the mesh display by clicking on the mesh object bar, or on the command line: 
 
hide everything, mesh 
 
Now you are ready to dock the subunit into the map. You will need to look at both the map and 
the molecule from different angles and see if you can recognize orientations with similar 
features, and then figure out how to move the molecule so that the similar views coincide. How 
good a fit can you get? Is there any ambiguity?  
 
A useful tool is the carve option for maps: 
 
isosurface surf, map1, 2.0, el, carve=10  (carve distance in Å) 
 
The selection and carve parameters for isosurface and isomesh allow you to display the map only 
around the region of the specified molecule objects. This is very useful once you have the 
subunit roughly in the right place and want to avoid confusing overlaps of density belonging to 
other subunits. If you omit the carve keyword and just give a distance, you will get a block of 
density around the molecule. 
 
You may also find it useful to specify the slab thickness and center the clipping plane around a 
particular selection, eg: 
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clip slab, 40, resi 50 
 
To check the fit, you need to generate the symmetry-related subunits and see if they clash. 
Before doing that, you must save your docked subunit. Click the mouse outside the subunit when 
you are finished moving it, to make sure it is deselected. 
 
Save d:\prac8\ fit1.pdb, el 
The molecule in its new position will be written to the filename you specified (fit1.pdb), 
hopefully in your d:\prac8 directory.  
Note that you can also use commands to center and specify rotations and translations about a 
given axis, e.g.: 
center el    -you can also specify particular residues, eg  
center resi 99 or center chain a 
rotate z, 180, el  - rotate mol1 180° around z (the view axis) 
translate [10,0,0], el  - translate mol1 by 10Å in x (and by 0 Å in y & z) 
turn x, 90      - rotates the view (or ALL objects) by 90° around x 
 
Remember that the rotations and translations are relative to the current view, not to the axes of 
the object! 
 
Molecule selections 
Pymol has complex syntax for selecting different chains, atoms, residues, etc, that can be 
specified instead of or in addition to object names in the various commands. Here are a few very 
simple examples: 
 
resi 50   - select residue 50 (in all chains) 
resi 50:100   - a continuous range of residues (in all chains) 
chain a  - everything in chain a 
chain a and resi 50 - selects residue 50 in chain a ONLY 
resi 50 or resi 99  - selects residues 50 AND 99 (in all chains) - note that Pymol’s logical 

“and” is only used when the selected object meets both criteria. Nothing 
matches the selection “resi 50 and resi 99”, because one object cannot be 
both residue 50 and 99. 

 
An example command using selection:  color blue, chain a and ((resi 50:55) or (resi 60:65)) 
 
Adding the symmetry-related subunits 
You should either reinitialize (file menu) or exit and restart the program 
Set up the display, load your fitted subunit, d:\prac8\fit1.pdb and display it as above 
Read in more copies of your fitted subunit as new objects: 
load fit1.pdb, mol2 
load fit1.pdb, mol3 
 
Then, load the map, and save the view orientation with the store command as before. Create the 
isosurface as before. The default orientation of the map is looking down the symmetry axis, 
which is in the center of the box. What symmetry does it have?  
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With the view aligned along the symmetry axis, you can now rotate your extra molecules to 
generate the symmetry related copies. 
rotate z, 360/n, mol2 -you must determine the angle from the rotational symmetry of the map, n 
rotate z, -360/n, mol3 
 
Now you can check if the neighbouring subunits clash. If they do, readjust your fit and save the 
refitted subunit to a new file, eg fit2.pdb, and redo the check by generating symmetry related 
neighbours. Remember to recall the view down the symmetry axis before doing rotations. 
 
Pymol scripts: By now, you will find it more convenient to write a pymol script that you can edit 
and reload when you want to check or adjust your fit. This will save you having to repeat the 
same commands many times. Use a plain text editor on windows (notepad) (start menu-
programs-accessories-notepad) and save the script in the D:\prac8 directory. The commands are 
given in the script exactly as you would type them into the command line window, each 
command on a separate line. It is advisable to start with the reintialize command rei, so that 
previous settings are removed each time you run the script. This should be followed by the 
display settings and load and display commands for the map and molecule. Save the script as 
plain ascii text, with a filename in the form *.pml. You can start pymol and automatically run the 
script by double clicking on the pml file name in the Explorer window, or launch it from an 
existing Pymol command window with the command @yourscript.pml. Keep the edit window 
open to debug and adjust your script. You can also set the view parameters in the script using the 
get view/set view commands. 
(get view also has its own button at the top right – Fig 1). 
 
When you are happy with the fit, you can generate all the subunits of the ring. But if you want to 
create the oligomer as a single pdb file, you will need to change the chain letters of the rotated 
copies:        
alter (mol2 and  chain a), chain=”B” 
 
Then you can save all objects into one pdb file, eg  
save youroligomerfit.pdb, all 
 
You may want to compare your fits with those obtained by other students, by copying your fitted 
pdb file (renamed to identify you) onto the network drive I:\prac8 (pdb files only!). Then 
multiple pdb files can be read into the same pymol window. 
 
Separating the protein into domains 
This is a more difficult (and more realistic!) exercise. groelmap2.brix contains a different 
conformation of the subunit, in which the domains have rotated around hinge points,and there is 
an extra component in the density, which is not in your pdb file. You will need to examine the 
map and the molecule to find the likely hinge points, and then split the molecule up into its 
domains so that you can fit them separately, in a way that makes sense (ie, the residues either 
side of the hinge points must not end up very far apart in the final fit).  
You can start with your previous fit, which may be in a better starting position than the original 
pdb file. You can also adapt your script to read in the new map (omitting any additional copies of 
the subunit at this stage). Can you fit any part of the subunit into this map? Can you figure out 
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how the conformation has changed? Turn off the map display (by clicking on the bar for the 
surface on the object menu). Look carefully at the protein structure by rotating the view. Can 
you guess where there might be hinge points?  
 
To proceed, you need to identify regions of the sequence that belong to the different domains. 
Note that domains are not necessarily connected by a single stretch of polypeptide chain, and that 
domains may contain disconnected regions of sequence. It will help to use rainbow (spectrum) 
colouring, so that you can follow the path of the chain from N (blue) to C (red). (there is a 
command line version of the colour by spectrum menu, but it is not documented, so you will 
have to use the object menu for that). Write down the ranges of residues that belong to different 
domains (not more than 3 domains!), using the mouse to show the residue number (pick atom or 
right click to bring up a menu listing the atom identifier). Once you have decided how the 
residues should be assigned to domains, save them into separate files, eg: 
 
save domain1.pdb, (resi a:b) or (resi c:d)   (where a, b, .. are residue numbers) 
Now you can edit your script to read in the separate domains and try fitting them. In order to 
keep track of the hinge points that need to end up near to each other, you can mark the cut ends 
of the chain with spheres: 
show spheres, resi x or resi x+1  (again, these should be actual residue numbers) 
you can also colour them separately to make them stand out, eg: 
color purple, resi x 
 
Fitting to higher resolution maps 
The file groelmap1_7.brix is a map created from the X-ray structure and filtered to 7 Å 
resolution. You can try docking the subunit into this one if you want to know how this works 
when α-helices are resolved. 
 
Fitting a group of subunits to an icosahedral virus map 
 
In this part of the practical, you will look at the map of an icosahedral virus capsid, prd1. The 
map has a scale of roughly 9 Å /pixel. The reconstruction was done using the program RICO 
from Jorge Navaza that uses spherical harmonics to determine the reconstruction from the 
projections.  
  
First, you should manually dock the group of four capsid trimers into the map. Because the files 
are large, you should only display the map as a mesh and not as an isosurface. The PDB file 
should be displayed in ribbon format. Choose colours for the mesh and ribbon that give good 
contrast. The map file is prd1.brix and the PDB file is prd1trimers.pdb (alpha carbons of the 
peripentonal trimers). 
 
Load the map and the pdb file. Use the mouse edit mode as before to find a good manual fit of 
the molecules into the map. Can you decide which way up is better? It might help to roughly 
move the molecules into place then redisplay the isomesh around it with the carve command 
(isomesh m1, map, mol, carve=10). Then you can use a transparent isosurface. Once you think 
you have a good fit, save it to a new pdb file in your d:\prac8 directory (eg prdfit.pdb).  
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Now you can test your fit and also check the scaling of the map. The spacing of the trimers 
around the capsid is a very sensitive indicator of the scale since the virion is nearly 700 Å across. 
Write a Pymol script to reinitialize Pymol, then, load in 5 copies of your fitted pdb file, as 5 
different objects. THEN load the map (save the view orientation), create an isomesh (3 sigma). 
You will be looking down the 5-fold axis. Use the rotate command to move 4 copies of your fit 
into the 5-fold related positions. You may want to readjust your fit and repeat this part. Once you 
are happy with the ring of subunits around the 5-fold, and keeping the view down the 5-fold axis 
of the map, use the setting menu to turn off auto-zoom new objects, or else recall the stored view 
down the symmetry axis. Then create a new object with all 5 copies (create pentamer, all). 
Now rotate the pentamer object about the 2-fold axis (rotate y, 180, pentamer). Can you say 
anything about the map scaling? 
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